
Raster and Vector  

Both are the data base of GIS layers , can do calculations and processing 

with other layers , each of them has special using different from the other  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1- Raster sample  

The general characteristics :  

1- the main form is Grid shape  

2- content from cells and pixels for Aerial photo or satellite imaging 

3- use with long bodies like roads which appear  as adjacent continues 

cells .  

4- the value of cell depend on type of layers  

5- accuracy of cell depend on size of it , the smaller one have more 

accuracy 

6- each cell must have :  

     a- define place  

     b- coordinate ( x , y ) for the screen  

     c- define size most be 10 – 25 – 250 – 1000  

     d- geographic coordinate  

     e- the value ( 0 – 255 ) or any Number .  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The positives of Raster sample :  

1- simple shape 

2- we can do matching between same cells in different layers  

3- can show many shapes in one place  

4- can work with satellite images and aerial photographic . 

The negatives of Raster sample :  

1- the data base can not work with mathematics equations . 

2- not so many values in cells , each cell have only one value  

3- the out put map can not do any change in it .  

 

 

 



2- vector sample  

The general characteristics :  

1- the features show as a points – lines – polygons 

2- files of  vector have both the shape and information  

3- the georeference with all points and vectors ( all the features must have same 
georeference  

 

The positives of Vector sample :  

1- can apply some mathematics with  

2- can add information to it 

3- can design data base with effective relations 

4- its maps more useful in studying  

 

The Negative of vector sample :   

1- very complex system for data base  

2- some of feature difficult in analysis and interpretations  

3- can not save the images in that sample  

  

 

 

 

  
 

 



We can change these samples together  

Vector               Raster 

That need some steps to do that  

1- defined each cell size  

2- calculate the size of each features ( how many cells ) 

3- type or format of saving data and features  

4- some process very complex to applications  

The program R2V is the most famous one to do this  

 

 



Natural Image 

Image after Zooming  


